
TACTICS I  discover how dave beat start of season floods            on the wye
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Big river… 
Big Baits!

I’d been looking forward to the new 
river season for months, but heavy 
rain leading up to the Glorious 16th 
saw the Wye rising fast.

I love the Wye – it’s what I call a 
‘man’s river’ and every time I go there 
I seem to learn something new.

I think it’s the best river in the 
country for its diverse fishing – where 
else over the course of a nine-month 
season can you fish for barbel, chub, 
roach, dace, perch and even carp on a 
variety of methods 
under all sorts  
of conditions?

By the end of 
last season the 
Wye was on 
fire, with 
big chub  
and barbel 
feeding well  
 
 
 
 

all through the river. I decided to 
open my account this season in 
pursuit of barbel, and Ross-on-Wye 
was my chosen location.

With just a few days to go before the 
new season things were looking 
good. After a big lift the levels were 
dropping well and I was looking 
forward to a weekend of floatfishing.

But two days before the big weekend 
it started to rain. The Environment 
Agency river levels website graph 
started to move in an upward 
direction and thoughts were now 
turning from float to feederfishing!

When the day arrived it was even 
worse! I’m a member of a syndicate 
that rents a stretch of the Wye at 

Ross and a couple of the lads, 
Graham and Ian, had decided 

to have a midnight start in 

pursuit of barbel and carp, keeping 
me updated by text on their catches.

I woke up at 5am to a message that 
read ‘River rising like the 

clappers, went home at 3am!’
A quick board meeting 

with my girlfriend Becky 
confirmed we’d still risk it – 

we’d booked accommodation, 
and I’d already dug out the heavy-
duty feeder box with leads up to 6oz!

We got to Ross and went straight to 
the river, which was, as the lads had 
said, rising fast!

Already the colour of chocolate, it 
was lashing it down with rain and 
blowing a gale so for the first time in 
many years I decided against fishing 
on the opening day and saved my 
new season start for the day after. 

STILL RISING
An early wake-up saw me checking 
the river level on my mobile. The 
news wasn’t good. The EA website 
showed a reading at Ross of nearly 3m, 
so I decided to go further upstream 
and fish a Hereford DAA day-ticket 
stretch at Lucksall Caravan Park.

Here a lot of really big willows slowe 
down the flow, and with quite steep 
banks it meant I wouldn’t have to fish 
very far out or need too much weight 
on the feeder to hold in the main river. 
After a bit of experimenting I found 
that I needed just 3oz of extra lead.

I cast slightly upstream and felt the 
feeder down to the river bed, paying 
off several yards of line to form a big 
bow underwater. Doing it like this 

means the feeder stays in place and 
you keep your baiting tight. Bait 
choice was halibut pellets. It doesn’t 
take long for barbel to home in on these. 

Unlike feederfishing with maggot or 
caster and hemp, where I’ll often be 
casting in every minute or two, I have 
found that it’s best to leave a pellet 
feeder in for around 20mins per cast.

I didn’t have to wait too long to open 
my barbel account, and a 5lb fish 
came after half-an-hour. By 
experimenting with the length of the 
hooklength between 18ins and 4ft, 
more fish followed and by the end of 
the session I’d had nine decent barbel.

No record-breakers, but a great start 
in difficult conditions. Now I can’t 
wait for the river to drop back so I can 
get the floats out!
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more Info
l EA river levels website – check 
what’s happening on your local 

water at: www.environment-agency.gov.uk/
homeandleisure/floods/riverlevels
l Lucksall Caravan Park –  
call 01432 870213. 
l  Dave Harrell is one of the UK’s best river 
anglers and has fished for England in World 

and European Champs.
An ambassador for the Angling Trust, he’s 
also a recognised angling coach who 
specialises in helping anglers to understand 
and master rivers. 
Last year Dave also created a new tackle 
company under his own name – find out 
more at: www.daveharrellangling.com or at 
www.facebook.com/DaveHarrellAngling 

HEAVY GEAR

1 For a flooded river I set up a 13ft 
Daiwa Connoisseur 1113P at 13ft 

with a carbon tip and coupled this 
with an Exceller 4000 reel loaded 
with 10lb Ultima Power Plus line. 
The rig comprised a large Kamasan 
Black Cap feeder and 0.28mm 
Power Match hooklength, initially set 
at 3ft length, with added weights  
of up to 6oz on the feeder so it held 
bottom securely.

BLOCKEND FEEDERS

2 I know many anglers people who 
go solely down the route of 

groundbait feeders when rivers are 
running high, but I’ve had much 
more success with blockends and 
loose pellets in recent years.
In a fast flow, groundbait is often 
washed out and away too quickly, 
leaving nothing near the hookbait to 
attract the fish. Blockends with 4mm 
pellets inside empty much slower.

FEED PELLETS

3My number one feed pellets for 
blockend feederfishing at 

present are the 4mm Bait Tech Super 
Halibut variety. They break down 
much quicker than the original ones 
that I used to use, but I always have 
both types with me to give me options.

HOOK PELLETS

4I always carry a variety of pellet 
hookbaits from 8mm to 20mm 

but normally use one, two or three 
8mm offerings which are either 
presented on a hair rig or on a Stonfo 
rubber bait stop.

STONFO STOPS

5These are really useful at times 
and I used them a lot last season 

as they allowed me to experiment a 
lot with hookbaits. I will have a few of 
the rubber hairs made up with pellets 
already in place and just hook these 
straight on to the spade end hook 
through the tiny eye at the end of the 
rubber hair.
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I punch out a 
feeder into the 
swollen Wye.

Floats were out. 
It was down to 
heavy feeders.

Barbel love 
raised levels 
more than I do!
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